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Expander2 is a flexible multi-purpose workbench for interactive term rewriting, graph transformation, theorem proving, constraint solving, flow graph analysis and other procedures that build up proofs or other rewrite sequences. Moreover, tailor-made interpreters display terms as two-dimensional structures ranging from trees and rooted graphs to a variety of pictorial representations that include tables, matrices, alignments, partitions, fractals and various tree-like or rectangular graph layouts.

An Expander2 specification consists of a signature with functions, predicates, axioms, theorems and conjectures (terms to be rewritten or formulas to be solved or proved). It describes a set of algebraic (constructor-based) and/or coalgebraic (destructor-based) types (formerly called swinging types). Syntactically, it follows Haskell (for presenting functions) and usual mathematical notations (for presenting relations and propositional, predicate-logic, modal or temporal operators). Predicates are interpreted as the least or greatest solutions of their Horn resp. co-Horn axioms.

The user interacts with the system at three levels of control over proofs and computations. At the top level, rules like Noetherian induction and incremental fixpoint co/induction are applied locally and step by step. At the medium level, goals are co/resolved or narrowed, i.e., axioms are applied exhaustively and iteratively. At the bottom level, built-in rules (some of them executing Haskell programs) simplify, i.e., (partially) evaluate terms and formulas, and thus hide routine steps of a proof or computation. Simplifications may be executed automatically after each step performed at the top or medium level.

As the co/Horn axioms co/resolved or narrowed upon are part of the user-defined specification, so additional simplification rules (equations or equivalences) may be entered into the specification. Recently, functional and logical fixpoint operators have been integrated into the simplifier along with corresponding (non-incremental) co/induction rules. Proofs and other rewrite sequences are automatically translated into proof terms that can be evaluated and modified later. Of course, a textual record listing all elements of the sequence and the rules producing them is also generated.

Expander2 has been written in O’Haskell, an extension of Haskell with object-oriented features for reactive programming and with an easy-to-use interface to Tcl/Tk. O’Haskell did not only allow us to develop a comfortable GUI for Expander2, but also to meet the other design goals of the system like the integration of testing, proving and visualizing deductive methods, working at several levels of interaction (see above) and keeping it open for extensions and adaptations of individual components to changing demands.
The talk will start out from a small demonstration of the various ways terms and formulas can be edited, represented and simplified with Expander2. Then we give a short overview of the system components, the interfaces to each other, their interaction with the user via GUI events and their implementation in terms of O’Haskell’s templates (monadic types involving methods that access and modify global variables concurrently). The third part of the talk introduces into one of the main uses of Expander2, namely the generation of proofs or solutions of predicate-logic formulas with co/resolution, narrowing and co/induction. Roughly said, these rules generalize classical model checking from Kripke structures to arbitrary initial or final models. We will present examples of both kinds and carry out sample proofs with Expander2.
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